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1. a) Considertheset G′= ((a朝の,b∈R,α≠0) anddefine*On G’by

(α,b) * (c,d) = (αC,αd十b)

(i) Show that G′ forms a group under the operation *.　　　　　　　PO marks]

(ii) Does G′ fom an abelian group?.Justify your answer.　　　　　[10 marks]

b) (i) Let H be a non-emPty Subset of G.

Showthat His asubgroup ofG ifand onlyifαb‾l ∈ H for alla,b ∈ H・匝marks]

Show七hat the set H = ((1,$)lα ∈隠) is a subgroup ofthe group G′ ・ [15 marks]

(ii) If H is a subgroup of G then show that the inverse of an element
a ∈ H is the same as the inverse of the same element regarded as

an element of the group G. 【10 m紺ks]

2, a) (i) Letαこ(1 3 2)andl二(4 2 1 ‘3)・ Findαl‾1andα2lα‾l.　　[30marks]

(ii) V楯te thepemutation 6 = (1 4 2)(2 3 5)(1 3 4) as aproduc七of

distoint cycles.

Is O odd or even permutation?　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　【20 marks]

b) (i) Let H be a subgroup ofthe group G. Show that G is equal to

the union of all right cosets of H in G・　　　　　　　　　　　[10 marke]

(ii) ConsiderthegroupP3=(J3,(1 2),(1 3),(2 3),(1 2 3),(1 3 2))
under composition of mapping. Let H = (Jb, (1 2)) be a subgroup of P.

Find all right cosets of H in IP)3.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　[30 marks]

(iii) Show that set P3 is equal to the union of all rig址cosets of H in P3. HO marks]
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3. a) Showthat asubgroup H ofagroup G is nomal ifand only ifg‾1んg ∈ H

forallg∈Gandh∈H・

b) The map / : R→R is defined by

ん(可二a縞-b,

l20 marks]

whereα,b∈Randα≠0. Let G=(九両膏CR,CL≠0) beagroup

under the composition of mappings.

(i) Find the identity element of G and the inverse of f,b ∈ G ・　　　[30 marks]

(ii) Show that H = (んIb ∈取) is a normal subgroup of G.　　　　[30 marks]

C) Prove the following for any two subgroups H and K of a group G.

(i) HnK is asubgroup ofG.

(ii) IfH is normal in G then HnK is normal in K.

いO m紬ks]

いO marks】

4. a) Let G and G′ betwo groups and / : G→ G’be ahomomorphism.

Define Ker /, the kemel of /. いO m紺ks]

Prove that / is one-One if and only if Keγf = (e),

where e is the identity of G.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　[30 marks]

b) Let (R十,.) be a multiplicative group of positive real numbers and (R, +) be a additive

group of real numbers.

(i) Show that the map / : R+ → R defined by

f(勾二㍍g10(勾

is a homomorphism.

(ii) Find Kerf・

Hence show that / is one-One.

(iii) Is / an isomorphism? Justify your answer.

[10 m紺ks]

[20 m紺ksl

[10 marks]

[20 m紋ks]
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